Sequential and Switchable Patterning for Studying Cellular Processes under Spatiotemporal Control
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ABSTRACT: Attachment of adhesive molecules on cell culture surfaces to restrict cell adhesion to defined areas and shapes has been vital for the progress of in vitro research. In currently existing patterning methods, a combination of pattern properties such as stability, precision, specificity, high-throughput outcome, and spatiotemporal control is highly desirable but challenging to achieve. Here, we introduce a versatile and high-throughput covalent photoimmobilization technique, comprising a light-dose-dependent patterning step and a subsequent functionalization of the pattern via click chemistry. This two-step process is feasible on arbitrary surfaces and allows for generation of sustainable patterns and gradients. The method is validated in different biological systems by patterning adhesive ligands on cell-repellent surfaces, thereby constraining the growth and migration of cells to the designated areas. We then implement a sequential photopatterning approach by adding a second switchable patterning step, allowing for spatiotemporal control over two distinct surface patterns. As a proof of concept, we reconstruct the dynamics of the tip/stalk cell switch during angiogenesis. Our results show that the spatiotemporal control provided by our “sequential photopatterning” system is essential for mimicking dynamic biological processes and that our innovative approach has great potential for further applications in cell science.
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INTRODUCTION

Spatially controlled deposition of extracellular signaling or adhesion molecules on cell culture surfaces (also described as micropatterning) became an essential tool in all experimental fields operating with cultured cells.¹⁻⁶ “Printing” molecules on surfaces to acquire spatial control over cell microenvironments is essential for understanding processes such as cell division, differentiation, adhesion,⁷⁻¹⁰ migration,¹¹ which are highly dynamic.

The key challenges in such surface engineering are stability, precision, and specificity. This does demand not only minimal background deposition of the applied biomolecule but ideally also avoidance of binding of unspecific bystander molecules (like serum factors). This is usually achieved by employing inert (passivated) background chemistry. Precision demands the option to immobilize quantitatively and ideally with submicron resolution. This includes not only digital patterns with submicron resolution but also the generation of continuous gradients.¹²¹³ Furthermore, surface immobilization is preferably based on covalent modifications so that deposition is stable and sustainable, thereby permitting long-term applications, e.g., well-free cell culture systems.

Using structured illumination for patterning not only provides a method to covalently bind adhesive peptides or other molecules but also enables high-throughput fabrication approaches, such as creating small adhesion spots for single-cell screenings over large cell culture surfaces.

Microcontact printing¹⁴ has provided a spatiotemporally controllable setup for understanding cell mechanosensing.¹⁵⁻¹⁷ However, a significant disadvantage of the conventional microcontact printing techniques is the variability in the quality of protein transfer and requirement of bulky macromolecules (i.e., extracellular matrix or ECM proteins) to create the desired patterns. This limits the applicability of such methods to settings where one or more different biomolecules are added in the process, as unwanted nonspecific interactions can take place, influencing the experimental outcome. Moreover, the stability of proteins can be significantly reduced.
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over time, making the whole setup time sensitive. Here, we introduce a covalent, building-block-based, versatile photoimmobilization technique. It comprises a light-dose-dependent patterning step, which is feasible on arbitrary surfaces, enabling the production of sustainable patterns and gradients. We validate the method by photopatterning of adhesive ligands on cell-repellent surface coatings, thereby confining cell growth and migration to the designated areas and gradients. In the second step, we added a further layer of complexity by enabling spatiotemporal control over two distinct light-switchable surface patterns. This gives unprecedented access to studying time-dependent cellular processes in vitro.

Table 1. Photoreactive Subunits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fluorescent Dye</th>
<th>AbsMAX</th>
<th>kinetics</th>
<th>autofluorescence</th>
<th>commercial availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>for example, 6-FAM</td>
<td>470 nm</td>
<td>slow</td>
<td>yes, full spectrum</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| for example, 4-benzoylbenzoic acid based | ~300 nm | slow | yes, blue spectrum | used in commercial cross-linkers
| diazirine based  | ~360 nm      | fast     | no                 |                         |

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Overview of the Building-Block-Based Photopatterning Technique and Its Components. Building-block-based patterning can be used for 2D surface modification in various applications, from generation of adhesion cue gradients to single-cell adhesion grids and spatiotemporally controlled cell adhesion patterns (Figure 1A(i−iii)). This photopatterning technique combines two orthogonal reaction steps to surface immobilize molecules in a bioactive monolayer. In the first step, a linker molecule labeled with a photoreactive tag and an adapter group is covalently immobilized on any surface by structured illumination (Figure 1B(i)) 18,19. In the second step,
selected from a plethora of photoreactive molecules (Table 1), their compatibility and ease are often excitable by the full range and show fast reaction kinetics and no auto-fragmentation and multimerization, to slow kinetics and the possibility of unspecific immobilization of the ligand during illumination. Thus, only active and accessible ligands are presented on the surface. An established patterning process can easily be adapted to another biological system, making the building-block-based photopatterning method very versatile. We test several photoreactive molecules, adapter systems, cell-adhesive ligands, surface passivation agents, and illumination methods for building-block-based photopatterning. Different combinations of the aforementioned components are implemented for different biological applications, and their compatibility and efficacy are discussed.

**Photoreactive Molecules.** Photoreactive subunits can be selected from a plethora of photoreactive molecules (Table 1), which, in their activated state, form highly reactive intermediates, such as radicals, carbenes, and nitrenes. Fluorescent dyes represent a very easily accessible class of photoreactive molecules. Activated at their specific absorption maximum, photoreactive dyes can fragment and form unspecific and often long-lived radicals, which in turn are able to react with many surfaces. This “photobleaching” process leads to an effective immobilization of the fluorescently tagged linker. Bleaching-prone dyes, such as 6-FAM, thereby bind with higher efficiency than modern bleaching-resistant ones. Due to slow kinetics and the possibility of unspecific dye fragmentation and multimerization, fluorescent dyes are prone to produce high unspecific background binding and are often excitable by the full fluorescence spectrum, leading to detectable background autofluorescence after immobilization.

Norrish Type II photoinitiators, such as 4-benzoylbenzoic acid, are widely used as photo-cross-linking molecules due to their cross-linking capabilities and fast reaction kinetics. However, with absorption maxima around 300 nm, activation necessitates light sources with high intensities in the UV-B range and therefore special optics and filters. Additionally, solubility in aqueous solution is rather poor, limiting the available working concentrations. Diazirine-based photoreactive molecules can be activated at wavelengths in the UV-A range and show fast reaction kinetics and no autofluorescence after the reaction. Due to their small size, solubility of the linker molecule in aqueous solution is not hampered by the addition of a diazirine.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cross-linker</th>
<th>ligand</th>
<th>catalyst necessary</th>
<th>catalyst</th>
<th>side reactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>terminal alkyne</td>
<td>azides</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Na-ascorbate, CuSO₄ and BTAA</td>
<td>orthogonal in physiological milieu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Click Chemistry of the Adaptor System Adapter.** Due to their covalent character, versatility, and specificity, we chose 3 + 2 cycloadditions such as the alkyne/azide “click” system serving as a chemical adaptor system to connect a surface-immobilized linker with a biologically relevant ligand (Figure 1C and Table 2). Here, azide-conjugated molecules or proteins are covalently attached to photoimmobilized alkynes or vice versa. Azide- or alkyne-modified dyes, amino acids, proteins, and nucleic acids as well as labeling reagents and kits are commercially available and inexpensive due to the rising importance of click-chemistry-related techniques. Using strain-aided cycloaddition reactions, reactions can be carried out without the use of catalysts such as copper(I) salts. Replacing the terminal alkyne by BCN (bicyclo[6.1.0]nonyne), for example, allows the ligand immobilization in cell culture medium under physiological conditions. Therefore, through sequential photopatterning, two-step adhesion experiments, where certain areas are functionalized with the binding motif in the presence of cells, are possible.

**Ligand.** In contrast to microcontact printing, photopatterning does not necessarily require the use of bulky proteins for cell adhesion, although it is still an option, but can implement adhesive components such as small binding motifs (SBMs). SBMs are short amino acid sequences of large ECM proteins, which are high-affinity integrin ligands and therefore cell adhesive. One of the most commonly used SBMs is the RGD (arginine–glycine–aspartic acid) motif, found in many well-characterized ECM proteins like fibronectin or collagen. RGD peptides or similar SBMs are often preferred over complete ECM proteins, in regard to cell adhesion, due to their higher solubility and lower sensitivity to denaturation. However, not all integrins are adhesive to RGDs, including laminin-binding, collagen-binding, and leukocyte integrins. Furthermore, RGD-binding integrin subtypes exhibit different affinities for RGDs. For example, integrins αvβ3 and α5β1 are high-affinity RGD targets, while αvβ6, αvβ8, and αIIbβ3 integrins show lower binding to RGDs. Moreover, integrin expression is highly variable according to the cell and tissue type, for example, platelets primarily express αIIbβ3 integrins or leukocytes express leukocyte integrins and are therefore less likely to bind to RGDs. In this study, we test cells with high RGD affinity such as 3T3 fibroblasts, zebrafish keratocytes, and renal cell carcinoma (RCC) cells that adhere to our RGD-coated surface very efficiently. We also use human microvascular endothelial

### Table 2. Adapter Chemistry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cross-linker</th>
<th>ligand</th>
<th>catalyst necessary</th>
<th>catalyst</th>
<th>side reactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>terminal alkyne</td>
<td>azides</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Na-ascorbate, CuSO₄ and BTAA</td>
<td>orthogonal in physiological milieu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3. Adhesion Ligands**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>matrix protein</th>
<th>sequence</th>
<th>fluorescence</th>
<th>commercial availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GRGDS⁴</td>
<td>integrin-binding sequence</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hlyte555-GRGDS</td>
<td>integrin-binding sequence; dyes coupled</td>
<td>λ_max 566 nm</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eRGD⁵</td>
<td>cyclic integrin-binding sequence</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

cells (HMECs), which exhibit lower RGD affinity, but increasing the RGD density on the surface significantly improves attachment. Furthermore, for cell types expressing integrins that are not adhesive to RGDs, there are multiple other ligand options, i.e., GFOGER sequence from collagen 1,46 and ASG81 and YGISR sequences from laminin,37 which are still compatible with this photopatterning process. Thus, the applicability of this method is not limited to the cell lines tested here or to cell lines highly adhesive to RGDs but can incorporate a wide variety of cell types.

In this study, we chose different commercially available RGD versions to induce cell adhesion on passivated, cell-repellent surfaces (Table 3). Linear RGD sequences, such as the GRGDs (glycine–arginine–glycine–aspartic acid–serine) motif, are commercially available and can easily be fluorescently tagged (Hilyte555-GRGDS). The integrin activation capability, however, was shown to be increased if not only the motif sequence but also the motif structure of the native ECM protein is mimicked.42,43 Therefore, a cyclic RGD motif variant (cRGD) was used as well.

**Passivation.** Especially for surface immobilization of adhesive ligands, covalent attachment is crucial to enable proper force transduction of the cells onto the substrate. Similarly, sustainable passivation is necessary to avoid uncontrolled background adhesiveness. For surface passivation, highly hydrophilic and passivating polyol-based hydrogels, which can be bound covalently to the underlying surface, are favored. Thin polyol films are offering excellent antiadhesiveness properties over long time periods and, in contrast to passivating monolayers, such as PEG-based self-assembled monolayers or block polymers,39–41 can be efficiently modified by photobleaching.42,43 Furthermore, polyol films do not alter imaging properties of the underlying imaging bottom. In this study, we use commercially available polyol-coated 8 Well and channel slides (μ-Slide VI44 Bionert and μ-Slide 8 WellHIgh Bionert, ibidi GmbH) and PVA-coated aminosilanized glass coverslips (Figure 1D)44 as a cell-repellent base material.

**Illumination.** To create 2D patterns, the photoreactive cross-linker needs to be illuminated and therefore excited locally on the passivated surface. Illumination can be carried out by different devices depending on the application, technical adaptivity, resolution, and throughput requirements (Table 4).

### Table 4. Illumination Devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>collimated lens (photomask based)</th>
<th>scanning laser</th>
<th>LCD projector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>any light source possible</td>
<td>advanced optics</td>
<td>advanced optics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cheap and simple setup</td>
<td>laser</td>
<td>any light source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high throughput</td>
<td>expensive setup</td>
<td>expensive setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fast</td>
<td>low throughput</td>
<td>low throughput</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high resolution</td>
<td>slow</td>
<td>slow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low resolution</td>
<td>high resolution</td>
<td>medium resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no intensity gradient possible</td>
<td>intensity gradient</td>
<td>intensity gradient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While microscope-based illumination allows for high resolution due to the microscope optics, collimated light sources like LEDs can illuminate large areas and therefore allow for high-throughput illumination. For structuring the illumination, microscope-based approaches use scanning lasers or spatial light modulators (SLMs, e.g., LCD projectors). Both allow for gradual tuning of illumination intensities, which result in immobilized ligand concentration gradients.

The power of the presented building-block-based micro-patterning approach is the versatility regarding applications and substrates. In the following sections, different combinations of photoreactive linkers, coupling chemistry, and illumination setups are used to create micropatterns for very specific applications.

**Development and Assessment of Single Photopatterning Technique Using Different Cell Lines.**

**Generation of Concentration Gradients to Study Haptotactic Cell Migration.** Haptotactic cell migration is a crucial biological process, for example, in immunology and development.11,45,46 Cellular mechanisms underlying haptotactic cell migration are still not fully understood. To understand these mechanisms, we sought to create concentration gradients of cell-adhesive ECM ligands offering defined shapes and local concentrations. As a passivated, cell-repellent surface, we coated glass coverslips with a thin layer of PVA hydrogel.43 6-FAM-alkyne was used as a photo-cross-linker, which was immobilized on the PVA-coated glass via structured illumination (Figure S1A). Patterns and gradients were generated by a 470 nm LED light source and a controllable LCD panel of a commercially available projector inserted into the light path of an epi-fluorescence microscope.47 The photo-cross-linker 6-FAM-alkyne with its absorption maximum at ~470 nm allowed us to use blue light instead of UV light for photopatterning. Thus, expensive UV light-compatible SLMs and optics could be avoided. To visualize and quantify the generated pattern and gradients during the experiment, azide-conjugated linear fibronectin-SBM-GRGDS carrying a fluorescent tag (Hilyte-Fluor555) was used as a cell adhesion ligand (Figure S1A,B).

In the first step, we tested different illumination times and analyzed the amount of surface-bound SBM. Increasing the duration of illumination at maximal power showed a surface saturation of 6-FAM-alkyne at high illumination times and subsequently GRGDS-HilyteFluor555 (referred to as RGD-HF555 for simplicity) and a simultaneous increase in background fluorescence. This results in an optimal illumination time of 10 min where the contrast between the fluorescence signal in the illuminated regions and the background is at its maximum (Figure S1C). With this setup, a maximal concentration of 653 ± 24 molecules/μm² could be achieved at 10 min of illumination (Figure S1D).

Next, we tested the bioactivity of immobilized RGD-HF555 and the effectivity of the cell-repellent PVA coating. Therefore, we printed RGD-HF555 patches offering ideal adhesiveness for migrating zebrafish keratocytes and adhesive growing 3T3 mouse embryonic fibroblasts (3T3 fibroblasts) (Figure 2A). Zebrafish keratocytes and 3T3 fibroblasts only adhered in the RGD-HF555-patterned areas (100% relative light intensity). Adhesion in nonpatterned areas (0% relative light intensity) was only rarely observed (Figure 2B). Similar to adhesiveness, zebrafish keratocyte migration was confined to RGD-HF555-patterned regions, as illustrated by cell trajectories (Figure 2C). Although highly motile, the cells were not able to cross the RGD-HF555/PVA interface and were forced to repolarize and change the direction (Movie SM1). 3T3 fibroblast growth within the patterned regions was stable also in long-term cultures grown beyond confluence (Figure 2C). This verifies the long-term stability of the covalent PVA surface passivation and, accordingly, the RGD-HF555 immobilization on PVA, making this setup suitable for long-term experiments.

Fish keratocytes show an oval, fan-shaped morphology when migrating. To influence their cell spreading and eccentricity,
Figure 2. Characterization of RGD-HF555 photopatterning on passivating PVA coating as a tool for probing cell migration. (A) Bright-field images of zebrafish keratocytes and 3T3 fibroblasts (t = 3 h after seeding (before wash)) adhering and growing on square patches of RGD-HF555. Scale bar: 100 μm. (B) Fraction of zebrafish keratocytes (red bars, p < 0.0001) or 3T3 fibroblasts (blue bars, p < 0.0001) adhering on (100% intensity) or next to (0% intensity) 450 × 450 μm² square patches of RGD-HF555. (C) Zebrafish keratocytes migrating on a patch of RGD-HF555 printed on the PVA background. Cell trajectories after t = 2 h. Scale bar: 100 μm. (D) Bright-field image of 3T3 fibroblasts on square patches of RGD-HF555 grown for 5 days. Scale bar: 100 μm. (E) Template for alternating wide and narrow adhesive areas influencing cell shape changes during migration. (F) Zebrafish keratocyte migrating on 35-μm-wide areas of RGD-HF555 with 15 μm constrictions. Scale bar: 5 μm. (G) Zebrafish keratocyte migrating on 15-μm-wide areas of RGD-HF555 with 5 μm constrictions. Scale bar: 5 μm.

Figure 3. Photopatterning of concentration gradients of surface-immobilized RGD-HF555 on passivating PVA coating as a tool for probing haptotactic cell migration. (A) Normalized intensity profiles of linear gradients of RGD-HF555. Gradient steepness dependent on the 470 nm LED exposure time. Green profile: 5 min exposure time. Red profile: 10 min exposure time. (B) Normalized intensity profiles of linear and exponential-like gradients of RGD-HF555. Green profile: 5 min exposure time and exponential mask. Red profile: 5 min exposure time and linear mask. In (C)–(E), relative RGD-HF555 concentration is given as relative light intensity. (C) Bright-field image of 3T3 fibroblasts adhering and migrating on linear (left) and exponential (right) gradients of RGD-HF555. Scale bar: 50 μm. (D) Bright-field image of zebrafish keratocytes migrating on a linear gradient of RGD-HF555. Scale bar: 50 μm. (E) Time-dependent zebrafish keratocyte trajectory distribution within a linear gradient of RGD-HF555. Early: t = 0–60 min and late: t = 61–120 min (n = 5 independent experiments).
the available adhesion area can be changed. To illustrate this, we spatially confined migration of fish keratocytes in alternating wide and narrow regions of RGD-HF555 (Figure 2D–F). In 35 μm wide areas, cells showed a fanlike lamellipodium that collapsed in narrow 15 μm wide constrictions (Figure 2E and Movie SM2). In 15 μm wide areas with 5 μm constrictions (corresponding to half a cell diameter), parts of the lamellipodium protruded along the constriction, trailing the bigger cell body to the next wide area (Figure 2F and Movie SM3). For both geometries, cells moved only on patterned areas, avoiding passivated background areas.

By using an SLM-modified microscope as an illumination system, gradients of different shapes and intensities can easily be patterned. The precise control of concentration gradient properties, such as shape and steepness of signaling or adhesive cue gradients, is essential for understanding processes like haptotaxis. To illustrate the ability to generate arbitrary homogeneous gradients, we patterned concentration gradients of RGD-HF555 differing in maximal concentration and steepness by changing the illumination time (Figure 3A). The ability to create gradients of different shapes is illustrated by patterning squares with linearly and exponentially decreasing concentrations of surface-bound RGD-HF555 (Figure 3B). This is a big advantage of the presented photopatterning approach as forming such gradients within a protein coating setup is very demanding and hard to achieve.

3T3 fibroblasts adhering to linear and exponential RGD-HF555 gradients migrated and grew in a polarized manner in...
the direction of maximal RGD concentration (Figure 3C and Movie SM4). Similarly, highly motile zebrafish keratocytes migrated preferentially in areas of a linear RGD-HF555 gradient where adhesiveness was highest for the assayed concentration range (Figure 3D and Movie SM5). Hereby, cell trajectories shifted to highest RGD-HF555 concentrations over time (Figure 3E), demonstrating haptotactic behavior of zebrafish keratocytes on gradients of RGD-HF555.

Use of Collimated LEDs for High-Throughput Photopatterning. Microscope objective-based illumination systems like the one used above are flexible but rely on sequential illumination, thereby limiting the throughput in generating photopatterns. In biological and pharmaceutical applications, including screenings on 3D cell cultures or single cells, multiple parallel measurements are often desirable. For these applications, large areas need to be structured in a short time period. For such a purpose, we devised a simplified structured illumination setup, consisting only of a collimated LED light source and a photomask (Figure S2A). Here, a whole microslide or even microplate can be illuminated simultaneously. The optics of the SLM/microscopy setup are also not compatible with UV excitable photoinitiators. Instead, collimated LEDs with emission at 360 nm are commercially available for very low prices. Thereby, the use of collimated LEDs allows the implementation of nonfluorescent photocross-linking subunits with high activity in the UV range, such as diazirine derivatives. In the following patterning approach, we photoimmobilized a diazirine-alkyne linker on commercially available, hydrogel-passivated \( \mu \)-Slides (\( \mu \)-Slide IV0.4 Bioinert, ibidi GmbH) and subsequently functionalized the linker with a cyclic RGD-azide (Figure S2B,C).

With this setup, the patterning of large areas is feasible and was used to generate adhesion arrays of single cell-sized (35 \( \mu \)m) and multicell-sized (200 \( \mu \)m) adhesion pads within a passivated flow channel (Figure 4A). Cell seeding in the channel system results in a very homogeneous distribution of cells on the pattern due to the laminar flow conditions within the microchannel. The high reactivity and short lifetime of the activated diazirine-alkyne linker in combination with a photomask-based illumination allow for a patterning with very low unspecific binding of the linker molecule in the nonilluminated areas. This restricts cell adhesion to the patterned spots, even if grown beyond confluence to grow spheroids (Figure 4A, large spots) or if cultured over more than 2 weeks on complex pattern geometries (Figure S2D).

To quantify the patterning contrast, we used a Cy3-azide ligand to visualize the structures and compare the diazirine immobilization with patterns generated with a 6-FAM linker.

Figure 5. Schematic illustration of the sequential photopatterning process of the “dynamic” system. (A) Photopatterning of the tip area. (i) Chromium mask etched in a line patterned manner, with cross-shaped alignment markers on either side of the main patterns. (ii) Custom-made realigner designed to coordinate the two masks. (iii) Added dye linker (6-FAM-azide) solution, here shown in green and (iv) ibidi’s Bioinert foil. (v) Configuration of first mask-dye-foil, illuminated from underneath, producing the desired pattern on the foil. (B) Photopatterning of the stalk area. (i) Second chromium mask etched in a square-patterned manner, with square-shaped alignment markers on either side of the main patterns. (ii) Custom-made realigner coordinating the two masks. (iii) Second added dye linker (diazirine-alkyne) solution, here shown in red. (iv) Line-patterned foil resulting from illumination through the first mask. (v) Final configuration of second mask-dye-foil, illuminated from underneath. Crossover square alignment markers were used to precisely align the foil’s existing pattern with the pattern of the second mask. (C) (i) Resulting final line (tip) and square (stalk) photopatterned surface on the Bioinert foil, shown in green and red, respectively. Crossover square alignment markers shown on either side of the mail patterns. (ii) Attachment of an adhesive 8-well bottomless \( \mu \)-Slide on the patterned surface of the foil, enabling later addition of click reaction solutions and cell seeding.
and illumination with a 470 nm collimated LED (Figure 4B). Very high signal-to-noise ratios can be generated with the diazirine setup with a more than 3-fold increase of the signal-to-background ratio compared to the 6-FAM pattern (Figure 4C). Diazirine not only produces lower background but also shows a distinct drop of Cy3 fluorescence intensity at the edge of the pattern in contrast to the 6-FAM linker (Figure 4D). Due to the absence of a conjugated pi-electron system within the diazirine-alkyne linker, the pattern does not have any inherent fluorescence (Figure 4E) and therefore background-free fluorescent live-cell imaging or immunofluorescence readouts are possible (Figure 4F).

This high-throughput photopatterning approach has several advantages compared to existing photopatterning methods that implement microfluidics (i.e., ref 53). First of all, it allows for single-cell and cell colony experiments, providing the ability of performing multiple tests at a time. Second, the current setup has the capacity to be extended to generate areas of different geometries that can be treated independently, offering spatiotemporal control to the experimenter. This extension of the method is described in the following paragraphs.

Transition from Single to Sequential Photopatterning to Generate a “Dynamic” System for Studying the Tip/Stalk Phenotype Switch in Angiogenesis. After the successful application of our building-block-based single photopatterning method to confine growth and migration of cells to designated areas and gradients, this technique was further developed to allow sequential patterning. An important requirement was the temporal control of the spatial patterning. We thus introduced the capacity to pattern neighboring geometries with different functionalities. We then added the feature of activating the patterns at defined times during the experiment. We refer to this expanded method as sequential photopatterning. We assessed the applicability of our sequential photopatterning by employing a more complex cellular process, namely, the tip/stalk cell phenotype switch of endothelial cells during angiogenesis. During this process (the production of new blood vessels from the pre-existing ones), endothelial cells differentiate into two different populations, the tip and the stalk cells, which are characterized by specific marker proteins. The tip cells act as guides of the sprouting blood vessel, while the stalk cells follow the leading tip cells, comprising the base of the sprout. Two main factors are
considered responsible for inducing the tip/stalk phenotype switch: the shape change that endothelial cells undergo during relocation and the process of directed migration toward a target area. Our sequential photopatterning system can control both features, as the time-controlled activation (chemically induced cell adhesiveness) of the narrower patterned areas enables directed cell migration from the wider to the narrower adhesive areas. This we refer to as a "dynamic" system.

Figure 7. Cell adhesion on the “dynamic” system created by sequential photopatterning and evaluation of tip/stalk protein marker expression. (A) Schematic illustration of the geometry and dimensions of the “dynamic” system generated using sequential photopatterning. (B) Confocal images of diazirine-patterned square areas labeled with DBCO-Sulfo-Cy5 (red) and residual intensity of 6-FAM-patterned line areas (green). Scale bar: 250 μm. (C) Bright-field microscopy image of HMECs adhering on the patterned surfaces. (D) Time lapse of cell migration to the tip. (E) Overlay of the bright-field microscopy image and the fluorescence microscopy image showing the residual fluorescence of the line area (green). The red dashed outline shows the upper and lower square (stalk) compartments, and the green fluorescent line shows the line (tip) compartment. (F) Left panels: Quantitative analysis of the expression of the tip-related markers Dll4 (i) and ADAMTS1 (ii) and the stalk-related markers Jagged1 (iii) and Hey1 (iv). Here, for each marker, the fluorescence intensity ratios between the different compartments of the patterned area (line, upper square, line + upper square, lower square) were determined. Bars represent the mean ratios of the “dynamic” system +SEM. Statistical significance was assessed using one-way ANOVA followed by uncorrected Fisher’s LSD test. (i) Dll4: line/uppermean = 1.54, p = 0.71; line/lowermean = 4.2, p = 0.03; line + upper/lowermean = 3.42, p = 0.1; and upper/lowermean = 2.63, p = 0.27 (n = 9). (ii) ADAMTS1: line/uppermean = 4.74, p = 0.03; line/lowermean = 5.03, p = 0.02; line + upper/lowermean = 3.24, p = 0.19; and upper/lowermean = 1.44, p = 0.79 (n = 7). (iii) Jagged1: line/uppermean = 0.49, p < 0.0001; line/lowermean = 0.46, p < 0.0001; line + upper/lowermean = 0.70, p < 0.0001; and upper/lowermean = 0.94, p = 0.08 (n = 15). (iv) Hey1: line/uppermean = 0.40, p < 0.0001; line/lowermean = 0.41, p < 0.0001; line + upper/lowermean = 0.72, p < 0.0001; and upper/lowermean = 1.00, p = 0.90 (n = 24). n.s.: nonsignificant, *p < 0.05, and ****p < 0.0001. Right panels: Exemplary fluorescence microscopy images of cells stained for the corresponding marker that is quantified in the left panel. Scale bar: 50 μm.
The selected pattern geometries of our “dynamic” system comprised large 2500 μm squares and narrow 10 μm wide, 150 μm long lines (Figures 5–7A). We started the process of photopatterning by utilizing the previously discussed hydrogel-coated Bioinert foil from ibidi (Figures 1C and 5A(iv)), which prevents the adhesion of proteins or cells. Similar to our single photopatterning process, we produced the adhesive areas by photobleaching and click chemistry, this time using a photosensitive fluorescent dye conjugated with an azide functional group (6-FAM-azide, ex. 488 nm, Figures 5A(ii) and 6A(iii)). A custom-made chromium mask (Figure 5A(i)) left defined areas in a line-patterned manner exposed, allowing the selective photobleaching of the 6-FAM dye through the exposed line areas upon strong illumination with a collimated 470 nm LED (Figure 5A(v)). The resulting pattern of azide-covered lines will be referred to as tip areas. Following that, a second chromium mask (Figure 5B(i)) was used on the line-patterned surface, which left defined 2500 μm square areas exposed. This allowed the selective photobleaching of a different dye linker (diazirine-alkyne, ex. 350 nm, Figures 5B(iii) and 6A(ii)) through the exposed square areas upon illumination with a 360 nm collimated LED, resulting in a pattern of alkyne-covered squares (will be referred to as stalk areas) (Figure 5C(i)). The use of a custom-made realigner that includes crossover square alignment markers (Figures 5A-A(ii), B(ii) and S3) was essential to precisely align the line and square patterns during illumination (Figure 5B(v)) with micrometer accuracy. This ensures that each line is connected to the middle of the right side of each square, resulting in the desired stalk/tip pattern (Figures 5C and 7B). High accuracy in alignment was not trivial, as misaligned patterns could alter the outcome of our experiment.

This photolithography process was followed by two different sequential click chemistry reactions that finally rendered the aforementioned patterned areas cell adhesive. For the addition of the click chemistry reaction solutions as well as the subsequent cell seeding on our foils, the attachment of an 8-μm well bottomless μ-Slide to the patterned surface was required (Figure 5C(ii)). The first functionalization step was the copper-catalyzed reaction between the alkyne groups on the square areas and the azide groups of RGD-azide peptides that were added to the click reaction solution (Figure 6B(i)). This enabled the following selective adhesion of HMECs only on the RGD-containing square areas, forming the initial stalk cell population (Figures 6B(ii) and 7C). At timepoint 0, the copper-free click reaction between the azide linker groups on the line areas and the BCN groups of the newly added RGD-BCN peptides took place (Figure 6C(i)). This resulted in the activation of the tip areas (Figure 6C(ii)), as they became cell adhesive, and was considered the starting point of cell differentiation.

According to our observations, ±16 h after the tip area activation, the cells in most of the patterns had already migrated halfway along the tip (representative time lapse in Figure 7D). Eventually, at 24 h after activation, all patterns had fully covered tip areas and the migration was complete (Figure 7E). As expected, cells were confined in the patterned areas throughout the experiment, verifying the spatial control of our method. More importantly, the ability to initiate migration at a chosen timepoint verified the temporal control provided by our approach.

To assess whether a phenotypic switch took place between cells in the tip and stalk areas, we fixed the cells at 16 h postactivation and used immunohistochemistry to visualize the levels of protein markers corresponding to each phenotype. More specifically, we visualized proteins that are known components of the Notch signaling pathway, namely, Hey1/Jagged1 associated with the stalk phenotype and Dll4/ADAMTS1 related to the tip phenotype.6 For each of the aforementioned markers, we calculated the fluorescence intensity ratio between the tip (line) and stalk (upper or lower square) compartments (Figure 7F). The upper half of the square was considered as an intermediate compartment where some cells might transition from the stalk to tip phenotype. Regarding the known tip cell markers Dll4 (Figure 7F(i)) and ADAMTS1 (Figure 7F(ii)), we found that their fluorescence intensity was 4.21 and 5.03 times higher, respectively, in the line compartment compared to the lower square compartment (p < 0.05). Moreover, the intensity of ADAMTS1 also showed a 4.74-fold increase in the line compartment compared to the upper square compartment (p < 0.05), which was not the case for Dll4. However, for both tip markers, there was no significant difference in the fluorescence intensity between the upper and lower square or line + upper to lower square compartments, as shown by the corresponding calculated ratios (Figure 7F(iii)). Therefore, the expression of the tip markers Dll4 and ADAMTS1 is strongly associated with our designated tip area. On the other hand, for the stalk marker Jagged1 (Figure 7F(iii)), the fluorescence intensity was 2.04- and 2.17-fold lower in the line compartment compared to the upper and lower square compartments, respectively (p < 0.0001). In addition, this marker showed a 1.4-fold intensity reduction in the line + upper square compared to the lower square compartment (p < 0.0001). Our fluorescence intensity measurements of the Hey1 stalk marker (Figure 7F(iv)) exhibited similarities with the Jagged1. More specifically, the Hey1 fluorescence intensity was 2.5 and 2.4 times lower in the line compartment compared to the upper and lower square compartments, respectively (p < 0.0001). Moreover, Hey1 had a 1.38-fold drop in the fluorescence intensity inside the line + upper square areas compared to the lower square compartment (p < 0.0001). For both stalk markers, fluorescence intensity comparisons between the upper and lower square compartments showed no significant differences. Thus, the expression of the stalk markers Jagged1 and Hey1 is associated with our designated stalk areas and even more so to the lower square compartment, which is more clearly a “stalk” compartment, being further away from the tip area. These findings show that our “dynamic” system was efficient in inducing a predominance of the tip cell phenotype in the tip area and the stalk cell phenotype in the stalk area, verifying its applicability in studying dynamic cellular behavior.

Comparison between “Dynamic” and a Control “Static” System. We then moved on to comparing the “dynamic” system with a control “static” system that can induce a similar shape change but does not allow for time-controlled directed migration. This “static” system was generated using standard microcontact printing as described previously5,6,57 and involved the same patterned geometries as the “dynamic” system (Figure S4). We found that the “static” system was able to induce an increase in the Hey1 mRNA expression in the square compared to the line compartment (Figure S4, detailed description of mean differences and p values is given in Tables S1 and S2). This was a first indication that the cell-shape change induced by the different surface geometries affected the tip-stalk “status” of the endothelial cells on the level of gene
expression. To further investigate a possible phenotypic switch, we calculated the tip and stalk protein marker fluorescence intensity ratios between the line and the square compartments, as we did for our “dynamic” system. In the case of the tip marker Dil4 (Figure SSD(ii)), its fluorescence intensity was 1.21-fold higher in the upper compared to the lower square compartment (p < 0.01), but no significant differences in intensity were observed between the other compartments. With regard to the tip marker ADAMTS1, the intensity was 1.38 times higher in the line compared to the lower square compartment (p < 0.05), while no significant difference between the other compartments was observed (Figure SSD(ii)). On the contrary, for the stalk markers Jagged1 and Hey1, there was no significant variation in their intensity between the different compartments (Figure SSD(iii,iv)). The small increase in the ADAMTS1 marker expression in the line compared to the lower square compartment shows that the shape change factor alone can slightly promote a tip phenotype in the tip area. The Dil4 marker was less specific for the designated tip area, being slightly increased in the upper square, in proximity to the line compartment but not inside it. Furthermore, the lack of significant difference in both stalk marker expression between the tip- and stalk-designated areas suggests that the cell-shape change factor is less efficient in inducing a robust and complete tip-stalk phenotype switch when the directed migration component is missing.

Direct comparison between the two systems revealed that the “dynamic” system was significantly more sensitive compared to the “static” system in identifying differences in the expression levels of all markers between the different compartments, here expressed as the ratios of their fluorescence intensities (Figure S6). The increased sensitivity of the “dynamic” system in detecting such differences compared to the “static” system can be attributed to the factor of directed migration, which only the “dynamic” system provides in addition to the shape change factor that both systems incorporate. Such a “dynamic” system that allows time-controlled directed migration is required to fully and reliably model “dynamic” processes.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In this study, we introduce a building-block-based covalent photopatterning technique that stands out due to its robustness and versatility in using different linkers, ligands, and illumination systems, tailored to the biological application needed. Using sequential illumination steps with different linkers and functionalization of the created structures in the presence of cells, complex dynamic cell processes, such as, e.g., tip/stalk cell switch in angiogenesis, can be mimicked. The efficacy of our system in imitating such a process underscores the experimental advantage of achieving temporal as well as spatial control over the cell microenvironment in vitro, suggesting that this setup could be adapted to answer various biological questions.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Patterning Methods. PVA Coating.** Glass bottom dishes (MaTek, USA) were PVA coated as described earlier.8 Briefly, the glass surface of MaTek dishes was activated for 25 min at room temperature with 50% nitric acid (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). After activation, the dish was rinsed overnight with ddH₂O. Subsequently, the glass surface was deprotonated by incubation for 15 min at room temperature with 200 mM NaOH (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). The deprotonated and washed glass surface (ddH₂O) was blow-dried using canned nitrogen. By incubation with 1% aqueous solution of APTES (w/v, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), the glass surface was amino-silanized for 5 min and carefully washed with ddH₂O for 10 min. The amino-silanized glass surface was then cured at 65°C for 3 h. For aldehyde activation, surfaces were incubated with 0.5% aqueous glutaraldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) solution for 30 min at room temperature. Around 200 nm thick poly-vinyl alcohol (PVA, 6% aqueous solution with 0.1% 2N HCl) film was bound to the glutaraldehyde-activated surface by spin coating (40 s at 7000 rpm; 550 rpm acceleration within 18 s). Prior to use, the dishes were washed carefully with ddH₂O.

**Photoimmobilization of 6-FAM-Alknye with a Pulsed UV Laser.** Approximately 20 μL of 6-FAM-alkyne (Lumiprobe, Hannover, Germany) was placed in the middle of a PVA-coated glass dish, and patterns were written using a steerable, pulsed UV laser (λ = 355 nm) as described before.9 Briefly, the UV laser was focused into the interface between the bottom of the PDMS-coated glass slide and the 6-FAM-alkyne solution with a long working distance 20× objective (Zeiss LD Plan Neo 20x 0.4). A pair of high-speed galvanometric mirrors, controlled by a custom program, moved the focal spot within the 6-FAM-alkyne droplet.

The gradient pattern was specified by an image whose pixel values determined the light dose used for bleaching. Careful calibration allowed compensating for the off-center drop-off of the numerical aperture of the objective as well as the geometric distortions from the imperfections in the imaging of the scan mirrors into the back aperture of the objective. This allowed gradient writing in the full field of view of the objective. For each spot, the total light dose was split up into multiple laser pulses to average out the pulse-to-pulse power variability of the laser. The gradient was written one spot at a time with the scanning mirrors moving the laser focus by about half the diameter of the focus spot to create a continuous pattern. In this way, crosstalk between different locations in the pattern was minimized since the scattered light from one spot did not reach the threshold of bleaching elsewhere unlike projector-based systems where the entire area is exposed simultaneously. The low wavelength of the UV laser leads to a high lateral resolution (~0.7 μm) and the low crosstalk to a high dynamic range (~100:1) of the gradient pattern. The writing speed was limited by the laser’s pulse frequency of 1 kHz. A full description of the hardware employed can be found in the study by Behrndt et al.58

**Photoimmobilization of 6-FAM-Alknye with Projector-Based Photopatterning.** Projector-based photopatterning was accomplished using a microsphere-coupled LCD projector similar to the one designed by Stirman et al.59 Briefly, the light source of an LCD-based overhead projector (Panasonic PT AE6000E; contrast ratio of 2970:1) is replaced by a 470 nm LED source (Thorlabs M470L3). The projection lens is removed, and the projected image is coupled with a relay lens (Thorlabs ACS508-100-A-ML, f̂ = 100 mm) into the rear port of an Olympus IX83 inverted microscope. A 50/50 beam splitter (Thorlabs BSW10R) directs half of the incident light through a 20× objective (Olympus LUCPLFLN20XPH) to the substrate surface. The reflection of the projected pattern from the substrate—air interface is imaged on a digital camera (Hamamatsu Orca Flash4.0v2). With the microscope focused on the substrate surface, the projector is adjusted to bring the projected image and microscope focal planes into alignment. Custom software utilizing MATLAB and MicroManager is used to generate and project patterns and to control LED illumination and the microscope. When exposing patterns, a prepared substrate is washed and dried by aspiration before mounting securely on the microscope’s stage. The microscope focus is then adjusted to bring a projected target pattern into focus at the substrate surface. When multiple patterns are to be exposed on a single substrate, focal offsets are manually determined at the extremities of the pattern array and offsets at intermediate locations estimated by least-squares fitting of a plane through the measured points. The LED is extinguished, and a small volume of 6-FAM-alkyne is carefully deposited onto the target surface without displacing the substrate. The system then automatically cycles sequentially through the pattern locations, at each exposing specified pattern for corresponding durations.

The experimentally determined conditions were used to run the cell experiments. A custom built glass bottom dish was used for the experiments. Prior to use, the glass dish was washed carefully with ddH₂O.
1,3 Dipolar Cycloaddition of RGD-HF555 in Single Photopatterning. GRGDS-HF555-azide (RGD-HF555) was custom synthesized by Eurogentec (Seraing, Belgium). Following laser writing or projector-based patterning, the alkyne-patterned PVA surfaces were washed with PBS and incubated for 30 min in the dark with the reaction mixture (Table 5). After washing with PBS, RGD-HF555 patterns can be stored for up to a month under PBS.

Table 5. Click Reaction Mixture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>volume (μL)</th>
<th>component</th>
<th>concentration in reaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>click-iT cell reaction buffer (Thermo)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>dH2O</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>reaction buffer additive (Thermo)</td>
<td>8.3 mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>CuSO4</td>
<td>30 μM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>RGD-HF555 (stock 180 μM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

High-Throughput Photopatterning with a Collimated LED. ibidi μ-Slides VI0.4. Bioinert were used as a cell-repellent background for high-throughput patterning with a collimated LED. To each channel, 24 μL of the linker solution (either 0.9 mM 6-FAM-alkyne (Jena Bioscience, Germany) in PBS or 1.5 mM diazirine-alkyne (custom synthesis from Enamine, Ukraine) in MilliQ water) is injected. The slide is put on a chromium mask (Compugraphics, Germany), which contains the desired structures to shield the designated nonadherent areas from light exposure. The mask with the slide is put on an upward-facing collimated LED of fitting wavelength: for 6-FAM-alkyne 470 nm LED (Thorlabs, Germany) and for diazirine-alkyne 380 nm (Rapp OptoElectronic, Germany) and illuminated for 5 min at maximum intensity (6-FAM-alkyne) or for 1 min at 40% intensity (diazirine-alkyne). After illumination, channels are washed six times with Milli-Q water to get rid of the unbound linker.

1,3 Dipolar Cycloaddition of CRGD or Sulfo-Cy3 in High-Throughput Photopatterning. After immobilization of the linker as described in the previous chapter, the linker is either functionalized with a sulfo-Cy3-azide (Lumiprobe, Germany) for pattern visualization or with cyclic-alkyne RGD-azide (cRGDK, Peptides International, USA) for cell adhesion studies. For both reactions, the same synthesis from Enamine, Ukraine) in MilliQ water) is injected. The slide is put on a chromium mask (Compugraphics, Germany), which contains the desired structures to shield the designated nonadherent areas from light exposure. The mask with the slide is put on an upward-facing collimated LED of fitting wavelength: for 6-FAM-alkyne 470 nm LED (Thorlabs, Germany) and for diazirine-alkyne 380 nm (Rapp OptoElectronic, Germany) and illuminated for 5 min at maximum intensity (6-FAM-alkyne) or for 1 min at 40% intensity (diazirine-alkyne). After illumination, channels are washed six times with Milli-Q water to get rid of the unbound linker.

Sequential Photopatterning. For the photopatterning of tip areas, we used the first chromium mask produced as described above, etched in a line-patterned manner, with cross-shaped alignment markers on either side of the main patterns. The mask was placed on the custom-made, and 50 μL of a 2 mM 6-FAM-alkyne dye linker (Lumiprobe Corporation, USA) solution in PBS was added at the center of the mask and then carefully covered by ibidi’s Bioinert foil so that the liquid spreads homogeneously on the surface. Upon a maximum illumination of 7 min, from underneath, with a 470 nm collimated LED (Thorlabs, Germany), the line pattern was produced on the foil’s inner surface and the foil was removed from the realigner, as was the first chromium mask. The foil was then submerged for 5 min in a Petri dish with PBS (pH 8.5), and the mask was submerged for 5 min in a separate Petri dish with the same buffer. Then, the foil was repositioned for 5 min in a new PBS (pH 8.5) solution and the mask for 5 min in a new ethanol (99%, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) solution. Finally, the foil was submerged one last time for 5 min in a MilliQ solution and then together with the mask dried in a nitrogen stream and left at room temperature for 30 min. For the photopatterning of the stalk areas, we used a second chromium mask etched in a square-patterned manner, with square-shaped alignment markers on either side of the main patterns. The second mask was placed on the realigner, and 50 μL of 10 mM diazirine-alkyne dye linker in PBS (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) solution was added at the center. As the tip-patterned foil was positioned on top, the crossover square alignment markers were used to precisely align the foil’s existing line pattern with the square pattern of the second mask. In all cases, the precise alignment was performed under a microscope at 10X magnification (EVOS FL Cell Imaging System, Life Technologies, USA). This second mask-dye-foil configuration was illuminated, from underneath, for 5 min with a 360 nm collimated LED (Rapp OptoElectronic GmbH, Germany), resulting in the final line (tip) and square (stalk) photopatterned surface on the Bioinert foil. Next, the foil and the second mask were washed again following the previously described multistep washing protocol. As a next step, an adhesive 8-well pipetted into each channel after mixing and incubated for 1 h in the dark. The channels are afterward washed multiple times with MilliQ water, and after another washing step overnight, the channels are emptied and dried by an air stream.

Fabrication of an Aluminum Realigner. A custom-made aluminum realigner was designed using drawing software, e.g., AutoCAD (Autodesk) or CircuitPro PL (LPKF Laser & Electronics, Germany), to the size and dimension necessary to accommodate the collimated LEDs and Bioinert foils used. The fabrication was performed in the Chemistry and Pharmacy Precision Mechanics Workshop using a single slab of aluminum and the appropriate precision machines. The exact dimensions as well as a detailed visual representation is provided in Figure S5.

Fabrication of Chromium Mask Masters. The desired patterns can be designed using a drawing software, e.g., AutoCAD (Autodesk) or CircuitPro PL (LPKF Laser & Electronics, Germany). Masters for stamp preparation or masters for photopatterning experiments can then be created by following established protocols (such as those provided by photoresist producers like MicroChem) or the protocol provided in Supplementary Methods in the Supporting Information. Note that labs that do not have the means to create stamp masters can order them online (from HTS Resources, for example). Once prepared, each master can be used to make multiple stamps or multiple surface photopatterning experiments.

Table 6. Click Reaction Mixture for a μ-Slide IV0.4 Volume (25 μL/channel) Used in the High-Throughput Photopatterning Protocol

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>volume (μL)</th>
<th>component (stock concentration)</th>
<th>assay concentration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>sulfo-Cy3-azide or cRGD-azide</td>
<td>100 μM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>BTTAA (50 mM)</td>
<td>10 mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>ascorbic acid (1 M)</td>
<td>100 mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CuSO4 (100 mM)</td>
<td>2 mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>100 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Germany) is mixed with BTTAA (Jena Bioscience, Germany). Then, the buffer, azide and ascorbic acid (Jena Bioscience, Germany), is added and mixed thoroughly. The reaction mixture (25 μL) is directly

Table 7. Click Reaction Mixture for an 8-Well Slide Volume (15 μL/Well) Used in the Sequential Photopatterning Protocol

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>volume (μL)</th>
<th>component (stock concentration)</th>
<th>assay concentration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>cRGD-azide (2 mM) or DBCO-sulfo-Cy5 dye (1 mM)</td>
<td>600 μM cRGD-azide or 70 μM DBCO-sulfo-Cy5 dye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>BTTAA (50 mM)</td>
<td>10 mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>ascorbic acid (1 M)</td>
<td>100 mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>CuSO4 (100 mM)</td>
<td>2 mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>100 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
bottomless μ-Slide (sticky-Slide 8 Well, ibidi GmbH, Germany) was attached on the patterned surface of the foil. We continued with the addition of click reaction solutions starting with the addition of 15 μL of the click reaction solution (Table 7) containing azide-RGD peptides at the center of each well, with an 8 × 8 mm2 glass coverslip (H. Saur Laborbedarf, Reutlingen, Germany) above them, and allowing them to react for 2 h. During this time, the azide groups on the RGDs formed triazole links with the alkyne groups of the diazirine-alkyne conjugates that were already attached to the square areas. As a result, these areas were now activated with RGD and therefore adhesive to cells. At this point, HMECs were trypsinized after reaching confluency and diluted to the desired density (170 000 cell/mL) in endothelial cell growth medium and 250 μL of this cell suspension was added into each well and allowed to settle overnight at 37 °C, forming the initial stalk cell population on the square areas. Following that, cells were gently washed 1× with the medium and 200 μL of new medium was added into each well. Then, for the second click reaction solution, 5 μL of 100 μM BCN-cRGDK (Synaffix, the Netherlands) in PBS was added into the medium of each well to a final concentration of 10 μM. The BCN groups formed a link with the azide groups of the 6-FAM-azide conjugates that were already attached to the line areas, and as a result, these areas were now also activated with RGD and thus adhesive to cells (timepoint 0).

Cell Culture and Primary Cells. Swiss 3T3 mouse fibroblasts were maintained in high-glucose Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM + GlutaMAX) supplemented with 1% penicillin, 1% streptomycin, 1% glutamine, and 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco Life Technologies) at 37 °C. Zebrafish used in this study was bred and maintained according to the Austrian law for animal experiments (“Österreichisches Tierschutzgesetz”). For preparation of keratocytes, scales from wild-type zebrafish (strain AB) were transferred to plastic cell culture dishes containing start medium as described previously (Anderson, K. S.; Small, J. V. Preparation and fixation of fish keratocytes. Cell Biology: A Laboratory Handbook, Vol. 2, 372–376 (Academic, 1998)). After 1-day incubation at 28 °C, monolayers of cells were treated with 1 mM EDTA in running buffer for 45–60 min to release individual cells. NIH-3T3 mouse fibroblasts were maintained in DMEM (Gibco Life Technologies) supplemented with 4 mM l-glutamine (Gibco Life Technologies) and 10% bovine calf serum (Gibco Life Technologies) at 37 °C and 5% CO2.

RCC26 renal cell carcinoma cells are maintained in RPMI (Gibco Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% FCS (Gibco Life Technologies), 1% MEM (nonessential amino acid solution, Sigma-Aldrich), and 1% sodium pyruvate (Gibco Life Technologies) at 37 °C and 5% CO2. Human microvascular endothelial cells (HMECs) were purchased from ATCC and maintained in endothelial cell growth medium containing 10% fetal calf serum (FCS), 10,000 U/mL penicillin/streptomycin, and 250 mg/mL amphotericin B under constant humidity at 37 °C and 5% CO2. Experiments were performed using cells at passage 6.

Adhesion Assays and Migration Assays. 3T3 Fibroblasts. Confluent 3T3 fibroblasts were detached with 0.05% trypsin-EDTA. Depending on the experiment, 105–107 cells were plated onto GRGDs-functionalized coverslips and incubated for 3–4 h at 37 °C to allow for attachment. Prior to recording on the microscope, unattached cells were removed by gentle washing with medium. Zebrafish Keratocytes. EDTA-released zebrafish keratocytes were washed with PBS, detached with 0.05% trypsin-EDTA, and replated on GRGDs-functionalized coverslips. After 30 min of incubation at RT, nonattached cells were washed away.

RCC Cells and NIH-3T3. Subconfluent cells were detached using trypsin/EDTA solution. Depending on the experiment, 2.5–4 × 106 cells/mL in culture medium were flushed into the channels of a μ-Slide VI4. Excess solution was removed, leaving only the channels filled. The reservoirs were directly filled with culture medium, and the slide was incubated overnight at 37 °C. The next day, the cell culture medium was carefully exchanged to wash away unattached cells. For long-term cultivation, cells were incubated at 37 °C and cell culture medium was exchanged every 2–3 days.

Immunohistochemistry. Antibody and Staining Reagents for High-Throughput Patterning Experiments. Antibodies used to stain RCC26 cells were mouse anti-α-tubulin antibody (diluted 1:1000, Sigma-Aldrich) in combination with antinouse IgG-Atto594 (final concentration of 2 μg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich). For staining of actin and the nucleus, DY-490-Phalloidin (1:500, Dyomics) and DAPI (1 μg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich) were used, respectively.

Cells were fixed by exchanging the cell culture medium with 10% neutral buffered formalin solution (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) and incubated for 10 min at room temperature. Channels were washed 6× with PBS and subsequently incubated with 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS (Sigma-Aldrich) for 15 min at room temperature. After washing with PBS, 30 μL of primary antibody solution was pipetted into each channel and incubated overnight at 4 °C. After washing 6× with PBS for 5 min, a mixture of secondary antibody mouse, phalloidin, and DAPI in PBS was injected into the channels and incubated for 3 h at room temperature in the dark. After a final washing step with 6× PBS for 5 min, the cells were ready for imaging.

Fluorescence imaging of stained cells was performed on a Nikon Eclipse Ti, fluorescence microscope (Nikon, Germany) equipped with a Plan Apo 60X/1.4 oil objective (Nikon, Germany) and an Orca Flash 4.0 LT camera (Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan).

Antibodies and Staining Reagents for Tip/Stack Experiment. The primary antibodies used in this study were raised against ADAMTS1 (3C8F4) mouse mAb IgG3, sc-47 727 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX); Dil4 (G-12) mouse mAb IgG3, sc-365 429 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX); HEY1 rabbit pAb, ab22614 (Abcam, Cambridge, UK); and Jagged1 rabbit pAb, ab7771 (Abcam, Cambridge, UK). The following secondary antibodies were used for this study: Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated goat antimouse IgG (H + L), A-11 001 and Alexa Fluor 647-conjugated chicken antirabbit IgG (H + L), A-21 443. Hoechst 33342 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was applied in a dilution of 1:100 with an end concentration of 5 μg/mL. The FluorSave Reagent mounting medium was purchased from Merck Millipore (Darmstadt, Germany).

Immunofluorescence Staining of Tip/Stack Experiment. Immunofluorescence staining was performed 16 h after activation of the pattern. For immunofluorescence staining, cells were briefly washed with PBS with Ca2+ and Mg2+. Subsequently, cells were fixed with 4% methanol-free formaldehyde solution (Themo Fisher, Waltham, MA) for 10 min, washed with PBS, permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100 (Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) in PBS for 10 min, and again washed with PBS. Unspecific binding sites were blocked with 1% BSA (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in PBS for 30 min at room temperature. For double staining, cells were incubated with the primary antibodies diluted in 0.2% BSA in PBS (1:200) overnight at 4 °C. After 3× 10 min of washing with 0.2% BSA in PBS, cells were incubated with the secondary antibodies (1:400) plus Hoechst 33342 (1:100) diluted in PBS for 1 h at room temperature. After 2× 10 min of washing with 0.2% BSA in PBS and 1× 10 min of washing with PBS, samples were sealed with one drop of mounting medium.

Microscopy. Single Photopatterning Experiments. Adhesion and migration assays were recorded on a Leica DMIL LED with a 10×/0.22 High Plan I objective. For RGD-HF555 imaging and quantification, images were obtained using 20×/0.8 air and 63×/1.4 oil immersion objectives on a Zeiss Axio Observer microscope equipped with an external light source (Leica).

High-Throughput Photopatterning with a Collimated LED. To compare the immobilization of diazirine-alkyne and 6-FAM-alkyne, patterns were functionalized with sulfo-Cy3-azide and imaged on a Nikon Eclipse Ti fluorescence microscope (Nikon, Germany) equipped with a 10×/0.3 objective (Nikon, Germany) and an Orca Flash 4.0 LT camera (Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan).

To evaluate the autofluorescence of the pattern generated with the two different linkers, patterns that were functionalized with cRGD-azide were imaged on the Nikon Eclipse Ti fluorescence microscope equipped with a 10×/0.3 objective with identical illumination settings.
Images of cells were taken on the Nikon Eclipse Ti fluorescence microscope equipped with a 4×/0.13 or 10×/0.3 objective.

Sequential Photopatterning Experiments. Live-cell imaging was performed using the HMEC-seeded 8-well photopatterned Bioinert slides with an Eclipse Ti inverted microscope (Nikon, Düsseldorf, Germany) with a 4×/10× phase contrast objective and a CCD camera ([DS-Qi1Mc, Nikon, Düsseldorf, Germany]). The slides were inserted into a 37 °C heating and incubation system that was flushed with actively mixed 5% CO2 at a rate of 10 L/h, and the humidity was kept at 80% to prevent dehydration. The cells were imaged in bright-field, and the line patterns were detected at 488 nm wavelength using the integrated fluorescence LED. Time-lapse video microscopy was performed with a time interval of 5 min between images over 24 h.

Imaging of Immunofluorescence Staining in the Tip/Stalk Experiments. Imaging was performed using the Leica TCS SP8 confocal microscope with the LAS X Core software. An HC PL APO CS2 40×/1.30 NA oil objective and hybrid detectors (Leica HyD) and photomultipliers (PMTs) were applied. In sequential scanning mode, the pinhole size was positioned to 1.0 airy units and the pixel size was set to 2048 × 2048. Two frames were obtained for every channel with a frame rate of 0.582 s⁻¹. The following lasers and excitation sources were employed: 405 nm (diode), 488 nm (argon), and 647 nm (argon).

Evaluation of Dye-Linker Immobilization Efficiency. To visualize both patterns and evaluate the immobilization efficiency of the sequential photopatterning we used, for the line patterns, the residual intensity of the 6-FAM-azide dye and for the squares, a DBCO-Sulfo-Cy5 dye (Jena Bioscience, Germany) were used to label the azides on the diazirin-azide-bleached dye via click chemistry (Table 7). Images were taken using a Leica TCS SP8 confocal microscope with HC PL Fluotar CS2 10×/0.3 NA DRY (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) using LAS X Core software. The argon laser with a wavelength of 488 or 647 nm was used, and the wavelength range of the detector was set between 480–530 and 640–680 nm, respectively. All images were analyzed using the ImageJ version 1.53c61 software tool.

Cell Tracking and Image Quantification. Single Photopatterning Experiments. For image processing and cell tracking, Fiji62 and a plugin for manual tracking (Manual Tracking)63 were used. Images and tracking data were analyzed using MATLAB 2013 (MathWorks, Inc., USA). Bright-field movies were preprocessed by normalizing the brightness of each frame. Then, the time-averaged median was subtracted to remove motile particles such as dirt, dead cells, etc. from the images. Subsequently, a pixel classifier (Ilastik)64 was manually trained on one data set to distinguish cell from noncell pixels. The time projection of cell pixels was used to visualize the printed area, and the RGD-HF555 gradient was manually added to the movies as an extra channel. All cells were manually tracked using ImageJ version 1.53c62 and its plugin for manual tracking (TrackMate). The position of the cells’ center was used to determine the concentration by means of the extra channel. The probability density was defined as the number of localizations obtained through the tracking at a specific concentration divided by the total number of localizations.

Quantification of Imobilization Efficiency of RGD-HF555. Fluorescence intensities of a dilution series of RGD-HF555 (0.8, 0.16, and 0.08 ng/mL) were measured in a defined volume of 12.87 µm high PDMS chamber (4.2 × 10⁻⁶ mL; 57.1 µm × 57.1 µm × 12.87 µm) (see the Supplementary Methods in the Supporting Information for chamber production), and a standard curve was calculated (fluorescence intensity = 3.309 ± 0.1144 molecules/µm²). Fluorescence intensities of patches of surface-immobilized RGD-HF555-azide were measured using the same imaging settings as for the dilution series. Immobilized RGD-HF555 concentrations were calculated from measured fluorescence intensities using the obtained standard curve.

Comparison of Diazirine-Alkyne and 6-FAM-Alkyne Immobilization with High-Throughput Patterning Using a Collimated LED. To evaluate the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N ratio) between the patterned area and the nonilluminated background, images were analyzed using the ImageJ version 1.52e software tool. A line profile in ImageJ across a pattern was normalized to the maximum intensity detected to compare patterns generated with the two different linkers.

Quantification of Immunofluorescence Staining in Tip/Stalk Experiments. Images of immunofluorescence-stained patterns were processed and analyzed using the ImageJ version 1.53c software tool. After images were segmented (Trainable Weka Segmentation tool), the intensities were determined.

Statistical Analysis. Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 8. The type of analysis and significant differences are shown in the corresponding figures except for a detailed SmartFlare statistical analysis that is presented in Tables S1 and S2.
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